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Today’s world is constantly bombarding us with a plethora of 
products and information, trying to convince us that we need what it 
has to offer. It often happens that we buy things that we do not end 
up using, and although we create our own world around us, 
it is important to realise what really makes us happy.
In our lives we surround ourselves with different objects, from clothes 
to furniture, and each of them carries a story. Just like putting 
together outfits every day, creating our ceramic garden
is composing a personal statement. Each of us has our own 
collection that reflects our personality and taste.
When we consider a new feature for our garden, we thought about 
how it could enhance our environment. Our garden is not just an 
ordinary space, it is a place of connection with nature, family and 
friends, where we feel at home.
That is why we are pleased to introduce our newest additions, 
imaginary trees, the Compila series. These trees are planted and 
cultivated with a view to their natural growth and harmonious 
integration into our garden. Their crowns blend gracefully with other 
plants to create a unique atmosphere.
The living garden: harmony in living
In today’s busy world full of diverse products and stimuli, people are 
trying to reconnect with nature, even in their own homes.
So we look for elements that will improve our environment 
and contribute to our well-being. In line with this we present our new 
design project, the living garden, based on the principles 
of biophilic design.
Biophilic design is a philosophy that recognises our innate connection 
to nature and seeks to integrate natural elements into our homes. 
The term ‘biophilia’ is derived from the Greek words ‘bios’ (life) and 
‘philia’ (love), meaning love of life. It is about creating spaces that 
harmonise with the rhythms of the natural world and support 
people’s physical, mental and emotional health.
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With Compila comes a new way of composing wall and floor 
surfaces. With Compila you can create endless combinations of 
colours and formats, whether you choose to use one colour for an 
entire wall or experiment with different RAKO patterns and decors.
With Compila’s range of 12 sheet shades you have the opportunity to 
express your creativity and create a space that reflects your unique 
personality. From the warm tones of cotto to the mystical shades of 
aqua, every colour brings its own story and mood.
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76 * Rectified and pressed edge available.  | ** Applies to colours: taupe, cement and shadow only.



Every garden, as they say, literally ‘features colours’. That is why we chose 
new colours full of emotion for our garden. All the colours within the living 
garden are carefully chosen to evoke a certain mood and atmosphere, 
contributing to the overall harmony and vitality of the space. Let us delve into 
the essence of every shade, for they are the soul of our work.

compila
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compila

light green

light blue light pink white-grey dark grey brown-red brown-black

dark green beige-grey grey dark blue ochre
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compila
Fresh colour of mint leaves 
and copper. The subtle green 
undertone evokes a feeling 
of freshness and good mood. 
In combination with other 
colours, it will always be the 
colour that underlines 
the whole.

10×30

30×60

30×60 | 20×40
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The solid colour of nature. 
A harmonious shade of green that 
works with other colours and fits within 
the context of the entire design or 
composition. It brings a sense of joy 
and connection with nature, where 
everything corresponds beautifully 
with each other.

compila

1514

10×30

30×60

30×60 | 20×40



The colour of water is associated 
with the feeling of energy. 
This refreshing colour nuance brings 
a sense of lightness and mystery to 
the space, which has the effect of 
calming your thoughts and washing 
away stress.

compila

1716

10×30

30×60

30×60 | 20×40



A shade reminiscent of powder 
and skin, evoking intimacy 
and elegance. Nude harmonises with 
the natural tones of our surroundings 
and wraps them in warmth 
and serenity. It is a shade that blends 
with your skin colour and creates 
a neutral yet very warm atmosphere.

compila

1918

10×30

30×60

30×60 | 20×40



Mixing greys and browns with a light lavender undertone the ochre, 
known as taupe, brings a refined and earthy atmosphere to the 
environment. It’s a colour that evokes peace and harmony and blends 
perfectly with natural materials such as wood and stone.

R10/B | R11/B 

60×120 | 60×60 | 30×60

compila

45×45 | 30×30

2120

10×30

30×60

30×60 | 20×40



Natural paper, snow, salt, white sand – beautiful bright background. 
The colour of paper is neutral and clean, creating a bright and airy 
environment. It is a shade that reflects light and brightens a space, whether it 
is used as the main colour or as a complementary element.

compila

2322

R10/B  

60×120 | 60×60 | 30×60
45×45 | 30×30

10×30

30×60

30×60 | 20×40



The concrete-like shade is versatile and easy to combine with other elements. Fifty 
variations of grey, fifty ways to create the space of our dreams.
This neutral tone provides a solid base that can be perfectly combined with the wood 
and floral tones of the RAKO collection.

compila

2524

R10/B | R11/B 

60×120 | 60×60 | 30×60
45×45 | 30×30

10×30

30×60

30×60 | 20×40



Dark skies in a storm.
The storm shade evokes the power
and drama of the natural element.
It is a colour that brings intensity and 
energy to the environment. The storm 
shade is a symbol of a strong 
connection with nature and, at the 
same time, expresses respect for its 
unpredictability and power.

compila

2726

R10/B 

60×120 | 60×60 | 30×60
45×45 | 30×30

10×30



Cut, burnt, terracotta, one of the most 
typical ceramic colours gives a very 
warm impression. The colours of fired 
clay have been a staple of our homes 
since ancient times.
In the case of the cotto colour, the base 
is complemented by rum notes that 
reveal a subtle hint of red

compila

2928

R10/B  

60×120 | 60×60 | 30×60
45×45 | 30×30

10×30



A shade lying halfway between white and black, ideal for drawing with light and shadow. 
It is a touch that evokes mystery. It adds depth and dynamism to its environment, whether used 
as the main colour or as a complementary element.

compila

3130

R10/B | R11/B 

60×120 | 60×60 | 30×60
45×45 | 30×30

30×60

30×60 | 20×40



The colour of hot sand brings a feeling of warmth and calm to your environment. 
It evokes memories of sunny beaches and soft sand underfoot. It adds a natural 
and harmonious atmosphere to its environment.

compila

3332

R10/B  

60×120 | 60×60 | 30×60
45×45 | 30×30



Dark charcoal tone with a brown tinge. Its expression captures a popular Japanese 
finishing technique – tanning wood on façades. This warm anthracite to black nightscape over the 
fire lightly supports the play of light and emphasises the colourfulness of the other elements of the 
space.

compila

3534

R10/B  

60×120 | 60×60 | 30×60
45×45 | 30×30



60×60

Exclusive floor decoration that can be used on walls as well. It combines 
the warmth of traditional carpet patterns and the texture of ornamental 
ceramics with the overall colour of Compila floor tiles. It evokes harmony 
and aesthetic well-being.

decor

   The product package contains a random mix of designs. 3736



A natural random assemblage 
in a material and colour palette 
collected from across Compila.
It allows transformation into a playful, 
colourful and uncomplicated space. 
This decor had the working name 
"Halabala", but playfulness won out, 
hence the name Game.

30×60

decor

   The product package contains a random mix of designs. 39 38



30×60

Onsen refers to a traditional 
Japanese bath inspired by the 
ritual of purification.
The decoration captures 
the zen lines in the sand 
(accentuated by the dryfix 
ceramic technology), creating 
a space for relaxation, 
self-focus, meditation 
and intimacy.

decor

   The product package contains a random mix of designs. 4140



30×60

A symbiosis of natural motifs, hand-painted porcelain and an herbarium 
the size of a wallpapered wall. It unobtrusively brings a touch of tradition 
and heritage to the space.

decor

   The product is offered with both rectified or pressed edge. | The product package contains a set of 4 pieces that create a continuous floral motif. 4342



10×30

Combining the retro look of ceramic 
tiling strips in the 10 × 30 cm format 
with a contemporary interior 
design concept. The high gloss 
surface shows a hand-made relief 
reminiscent of the original ceramic 
art and craft.
Choose from a wide range 
of colours whether you prefer 
an accent design or tone-on-tone 
style. Be inspired by the possibilities 
and orientation of laying 10 × 30 cm 
in width, height, cut, weave or 1/3 
offset and create your unique space 
where you feel at home.
Welcome to the world of Compila.

decor
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How to work with Compila...

Moodboards/boards for your inspiration.
We have prepared a few inspiring Compila colour combinations with products from other series.
The product mix demonstrates how easy it is to combine products from this series in different colours 
and formats. In addition, every product is presented with a specific type of surface, from high gloss to 
completely matt, and these differences are illustrated with spheres. The round objects on the vertical shelf 
represent wall tiles, while those lying horizontally represent floor tiles. This gives you a better idea of how 
the final appearance will look once the products are installed in your space. A unique collection of twelve brand 
new colours in a wide range of wall and floor formats.
The Compila series comprises floor and wall tiles in eight colours. The basic neutral colours are white, grey, 
dark grey and greyish-brown, and the remaining colours are accent trend colours.
Encourage creative designs and an original approach to colour combinations. The neutral and uniform design 
of the granite offers unlimited combination possibilities both within the Compila series and together with other 
RAKO series. On the following pages we have prepared moodboards of our recommended combinations to 
show and inspire how easy it is to combine Compila products with other RAKO products.

How to understand Compila moodboards?

Every product is presented here with a 
specific type of surface, from high gloss to 
completely matt, and these differences are 
illustrated using a model of spheres.

The objects adjacent to the vertical shelf 
represent wall products – wall tiles.

Objects adjacent to the horizontal shelf 
represent products intended 
for the floor – floor tiles.
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EN 14411 - G Bla
   STO č. 030 - 059824

floor tile   floor tile  floor tile  floor tile  floor tile   

60×120  60×60  30×60  45×45

598×1198×10 598×598×9 298×598×9 448×448×8

30×30

298×298×8

surface ABS ABS matt ABS matt ABS ABS

slip resistance R10/B R10/B R11/B R10/B R11/B R10/B R10/B

sliding friction coefficient μ ≥ 0,6 μ ≥ 0,6 μ ≥ 0,6 μ ≥ 0,6 μ ≥ 0,6 μ ≥ 0,6 μ ≥ 0,6

shadow
dark grey

DAKV1866 DAK62866 DAF62866 DAKSR866 DAFSR866 DAA4H866 DAA34866

taupe
beige-grey DAKV1867 DAK62867 DAF62867 DAKSR867 DAFSR867 DAA4H867 DAA34867

paper
white-grey DAKV1864 DAK62864 DAKSR864 DAA4H864 DAA34864

cement
grey

DAKV1865 DAK62865 DAF62865 DAKSR865 DAFSR865 DAA4H865 DAA34865

storm
dark blue DAKV1870 DAK62870 DAKSR870 DAA4H870 DAA34870

cotto
brown-red DAKV1869 DAK62869 DAKSR869 DAA4H869 DAA34869

sand
ochre

DAKV1868 DAK62868 DAKSR868 DAA4H868 DAA34868

coal
brown-black DAKV1871 DAK62871 DAKSR871 DAA4H871 DAA34871

 

2 4 7 6 13

1,4 2,8 5,6 5 11

1,44 1,44 1,26 1,21 1,18

27 32 40 34 48

38,88 46,08 50,40 41,14 56,64

32,7 27,6 24,2 21,1 20,5

22,7 19,2 19,2 17,4 17,4

908 910 993 741 1011

floor tile   mosaic sheet  
30×30 cm  

 

step tile
 

step tile   special step tile skirting plinth skirting plinth skirting plinth 

10×10  5×5  30×120  30×60  30×120  60×7,2  45×8,5 30×7,2

98×98×9 48×48×9 298×1198×10 448×85×8 298×72×8

ABS ABS ABS ABS ABS

R10/B R10/B R10/B R10/B R10/B

μ ≥ 0,6 μ ≥ 0,6 μ ≥ 0,6 μ ≥ 0,6 μ ≥ 0,6

DAK11866 DDM05866 DCPVF866 DCPSR866 DCFVF866 DSAS3866 DSAPS866 DSAJ8866

DAK11867 DDM05867 DCPVF867 DCPSR867 DCFVF867 DSAS3867 DSAPS867 DSAJ8867

DAK11864 DDM05864 DCPVF864 DCPSR864 DCFVF864 DSAS3864 DSAPS864 DSAJ8864

DAK11865 DDM05865 DCPVF865 DCPSR865 DCFVF865 DSAS3865 DSAPS865 DSAJ8865

DAK11870 DDM05870 DCPVF870 DCPSR870 DCFVF870 DSAS3870 DSAPS870 DSAJ8870

DAK11869 DDM05869 DCPVF869 DCPSR869 DCFVF869 DSAS3869 DSAPS869 DSAJ8869

DAK11868 DDM05868 DCPVF868 DCPSR868 DCFVF868 DSAS3868 DSAPS868 DSAJ8868

DAK11871 DDM05871 DCPVF871 DCPSR871 DCFVF871 DSAS3871 DSAPS871 DSAJ8871

11 3 3 5 2 14 25 30

11 11 2,8 5,6 - 23,1 26,1 46,3

1,00 0,27 1,08 0,90 - 0,60 0,96 0,65

56 - - - - - -

56,00 - - - - - -

19,2 5,2 24,6 17,3 20,5 11,5 16,7 11,3

19,2 19,2 22,7 19,2 - 19,2 17,4 17,4

1125 - - - - - -

598×72×9

-

-

- 6968



EN 14411 - L BIII
STO č. 030 - 059826

  wall tile  

30×60  

298×598×8

surface matt 

mint WAKVK862 WADVK862 WADMB862

botanic

light green

dark green WAKVK863 WADVK863 WADMB863

aqua
light blue WAKVK861 WADVK861 WADMB861

nude
light pink

WAKVK860 WADVK860 WADMB860

shadow
dark grey WAKVK866 WADVK866 WADMB866

taupe
beige-grey WAKVK867 WADVK867 WADMB867

paper
white-grey

WAKVK864 WADVK864 WADMB864

cement
grey WAKVK865 WADVK865 WADMB865

WDM05862

WDM05863

WDM05861

WDM05860

WDM05866

WDM05867

WDM05864

WDM05865

8 20 4

5,56 12,5 11

1,44 1,60 0,36

40 48  -

57,60 76,80    -

21,3 20,6 4,8

14,8 12,9 12,9

876 1 016   -

 mosaic sheet  
30×30 cm  

 
5×5  

  wall tile

20×40  

198×398×7 48×48×7

   

30×60  

298×598×8

matt matt matt 

EN 14411 - H BIb

24

33,3

0,72

66

47,52

12,5

17,4

852

surface glossy

mint GARJD862

botanic

light green

dark green GARJD863

aqua
light blue GARJD861

nude
light pink GARJD860

taupe
beige-grey GARJD867

paper
white-grey GARJD864

cement
grey

GARJD865

storm
dark blue GARJD870

cotto
brown-red GARJD869

ornamento

herbs

onsen

game

EN 14411 - G Bla
EN 14411 - L BIII   

wall tile
 

30×60  

298×598×8

matt 

30×60  

298×598×8

matt

floor tile  

60×60  

598×598×9

ABS 

DAK62872

WIKVK141 (SET) WIDVK141 (SET)

WAKVK873

WADVK872

surface

decor

  

10×30

98×298×8

4

2,8

1,44

32

46,08

27,6

19,2

910

4 | 8

5,56 | 5,56

0,72 | 1,44

40

57,60

10,7 | 21,3

14,8 | 14,8

876 7170



origin

We create from the Earth for the whole Earth
We are growers, gardeners in a ceramic paradise 
called the RAKO living garden. Our fields are among the 
largest in Central Europe, and we export our fruits all 
over the world to nearly ninety countries. We have been 
growing ceramic tiles for more than 140 years. This 
year we have planted a brand new tree species in our 
ceramic garden alongside traditional plants and trees. 
You will appreciate its beautiful, spreading crown.
We named it Compila.

compila
... and do you know why the fruits 

from our garden are so good?
... because we burn (distil) them too!

Here’s to the good life ;)
 

 

one of our gardeners
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